FROM DATA TO TANGIBLE MODELS: CASE STUDY OF A VAULT IN THE ROYAL RESIDENCE OF VENARIA REALE
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ABSTRACT:

Today,1 instances related to new ways of communicating Cultural Heritage are intended as fundamental acts for their accessibility and valorisation. Hence, much research is looking at ‘amplified usage’ of every kind of heritage (Cetorelli and Guido, 2020). And these operations cannot be carried on «without a real awareness of the broader social layer that the Heritage itself is owner and responsible for» (Rudieri, 2019). Within this context, we present a research project aimed at presenting Geometry as a cultural substrate and sharable language for the dissemination of Architectural Heritage, with the use of physical models as tools to analyse and communicate architectural artifacts. In fact, Architecture has always been inspired by Geometry and its concepts (Williams and Ostwald, 2017), thus it is important to highlight the important role of Geometry for the architectural shapes. Within the framework of our research, the choice of data to be communicated becomes crucial, so we investigate which of them should be used and how they could be represented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this contribution we present the transition from 3D LiDAR survey data to a dissemination process of an architectural shape based on physical models. This is an opportunity to think about many topics between cultural matrices, sources, theoretical and built surfaces and communicative intentions. Moreover, the use of physical models allows to test hypotheses and to visualize them through a tangible approach that makes ‘theoretical contents’ more concrete: not only those related to the built but also the abstract ones, such as the theoretical shape. In this sense, we promote a critical and geometric re-reading of Cultural Heritage. Moreover L. March (2002) states that «architecture, in its applications, demands the concretization of abstract mathematical statements», hence we are looking for communicating such issues to a broader audience, within a dissemination perspective (Spallone and Vitali, 2017a), by promoting critical shape-reading activities to foster spatial prefiguration, in the sense of Leopold (2015). Moreover, the contribution recognises the values assumed by the physical models in the architectural field. In fact, despite the actual undisputed prevalence of the digital model, recently, perhaps also thanks to the diffusion of increasingly cheaper rapid prototyping systems, there has been a renewed interest in analogous architectural models (Frommel, 2014), especially in the field of Representation (Fatta, 2021; Cumino et al., 2022). This interest probably arises from the possibilities offered by digital tools and their interaction with systems for the creation of tangible artefacts starting from digital drawings. So, the relationship between the architecture to be represented and the model-form to be created in respect of the relationship between the representative object-model and its variegated and multiple users causes the possible «unity of techniques of planning and those of carrying out the planned works» for which a model is created (Ragazzo, 1997, p. 28). Thus, an approach to physical modelling that develops through the application of traditional and innovative prototyping techniques is considered of fundamental importance.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this contribution we present the transition from 3D LiDAR survey data to a dissemination process of an architectural shape based on physical models. This is an opportunity to think about many topics between cultural matrices, sources, theoretical and built surfaces and communicative intentions. Moreover, the use of physical models allows to test hypotheses and to visualize...
the gradual awareness in the world of culture and architectural design for the need to propose new ways of ‘using’ and ‘accessing’ everyday life. In the wake of these studies, we can place the Design for All (www.dfaeurope.eu), which at the beginning of the 2000s with the formulation of the Berlin Act (2005) and the Milan Charter (2007) helped to highlight the importance of Culture for All and Tourism for All. The underlying theme of these theories lies in the desire to make all aspects of human life freely accessible to all people, regardless of any ‘different abilities’. These abilities mainly refer to perceptive difficulties of various kinds, mainly attributable to the visual and motor fields. However, concepts of accessibility and inclusion have also opened their horizons to the sphere of perceptual difficulties related to the cognitive sphere, diversifying the approach between difficulties due to a lack of development of mental skills and a different level of development, referring in this case to the different phases of the cognitive development of the human being and, if desired, to the different intelligences as proposed by Gardner (1983). Nowadays, the concept of perception as a set of stimuli of various kinds that bring man closer to the knowledge of ‘things’ is a much-investigated topic, especially from the point of view of visual perception or its deficits (Hachen, 2007).

The creation of tangible representations, also by means of rapid prototyping techniques, allows in this case to create artifacts that communicate directly with all the application areas of Design, proposing working methods aimed at the interaction between them, aimed at the creation of artifacts dedicated to a haptic perception of objects and places, see Sdegno et al. (2017), Empler at al. (2022). This attention is aimed above all at the definition of methods and strategies suitable for the design of tactile aids to support the processes of valorisation of cultural heritage, above all from the point of view of accessibility and inclusion, which are proving to be increasingly important issues in every field of human life (Azzolino and Lacirignola, 2019).

3. CULTURAL CONTEXT

We apply our research to a specific architectural fact in the museum context of the Royal Residence of Venaria Reale, which is one of the most important baroque complexes near Torino, Italy. Its construction dates from the second half of the XVII century onwards: it is the result of a stratification of different architectural layers, during at least one century and not only, for an exhaustive history of the building see Cornaglia (2006). The Palace was abandoned until 1999 when a great conservation/restoration/valorisation project started, under the financial help of the European Union and the Italian Government. Today, the Palace, which was recognized Unesco World Heritage in 1997 together with other Royal Sites in Torino and its suburbs, is home to many different museums and is a vital part of the cultural offer of the Piemonte Region (Cornaglia, 2018), being not only a place for cultural exhibitions but also an educational structure, according to the International Council of Museums Statutes, Vienna 2007. In this contribution we focus on a vault designed by Benedetto Alfieri in the 40’s of the XVIII century, sited in one of the two spaces in the Residence (the other is Belvedere Tower, identified with the number 1 in Fig. 1). This space was designed by Alfieri to connect the existing buildings, by rotating the main axis of the complex by 90 degrees (Bellini, 1979). The direct observation of the extrados of space marked number 2 in Fig. 1, and made visible after the restoration phase, allowed us to recognize some elements characterizing space marked with 2, that is we identified transit axes in the diagonals of the rhombuses which, as a theoretical figure, may be recognized as basis of the roofing systems design. These considerations supported us in survey and model design phases. Such architectural element (Fig. 2), which might seem a simple ceiling, is the only vault inserted in permanent show offering to visitors not only its intrados surface (the ceiling of the connection space underneath) (Fig. 2c-d), but also its extrados structure (Fig. 2a-b), in the foyer of the Sala dei Paggi. This condition, even if affected by an issue derived from the restoration project – the insertion of a double side ramp which covers ¼ of the structure – is quite an extraordinary opportunity to observe such an architectural element.

Still, this condition is not easily comprehensible, because the shapes of intrados and extrados apparently do not have a clear geometrical connection. Thus, it is interesting to investigate this vault with an interdisciplinary approach that makes use of Geometry as a language transversal to observation, survey and return of data, and their interpretation from a dissemination point of view.

Figure 1. Graphic overlay on c. 1763. Francesco Martinez (attribute), drawing after Alfieri’s project. General plan of the complex of Venaria Reale representing the competition solution. Torino, Archivio di Stato.

Figure 2. a-b) Vault extrados; c) ground floor space; d) vault intrados.

3.1 From hidden geometries to visible geometries: extrados and accessibility

Our research was born in continuity with the research project The King and the Origami, a set of participative and performative guided tours, using origami models to create a direct connection between Cultural Heritage and school programs in search of inclusive educational practices between Mathematics (Geometry) and Representation through Architecture (Armand et al., 2018). That experience led us to recognize the Royal Residence of Venaria Reale as a place
where the interaction with the built shape makes use of physical models to correlate built objects and their theoretical and surveyed geometries. To this extent, the extrados surface of a vault is normally inserted in the structure, supporting a floor or is hidden in crawl spaces, like rooms not designed to be accessible. Occasionally, they are visible surfaces and their rediscovery (i.e., restorations) allows to make them integral part of tours adding them value. The exceptional accessibility to the vault under analysis, which makes its extrados visible in the spaces of horizontal distribution (Fig. 3a), makes it a unicum in Venaria. With this respect, this situation suggests the involvement of such vault among the attractions of the tour, thus we wanted to study the possibility to provide a set of explanatory tools showing the intrados/extrados relationship. Other spaces have clean and visible extrados (Fig. 3d/e), but they are not necessarily accessible to visitors, as in the case of the extrados of the Galleria Grande which has been equipped with a service walkway but in no case can be included in a tour (Fig. 3 d-e).

Generally, by observing an extrados the attention is not diverted by decorative elements or exhibited artefacts, but it might be enchanted by the materials drawing textures, structural elements such as small vertical bricks membranes or extrados arches, elements which normally are not prefigurable by the observer from the space of visit. So, discovering a normallyinvisible geometry highlights the need to state a relationship between it and what is visible from the other point of view, that of intrados and this is a very complex process. In fact, the ability to create spatial relationships between spaces which are accessible at different moments of the visit, to get out of the place of visit and to observe from the outside by capturing spatially and temporally dissociated visual inputs is closely linked to one’s geometric and spatial skills (Maresch and Sorby, 2021). Also, design and building geometries do not necessarily offer intrados and extrados as identical geometries with different scale factors, since they are not concentric surfaces, but they are outcome of a constructive practice which mediated between theoretical and technical knowledge and implementation. The educational approach used in the origami project, translating vaults into paper models without thickness, must be considered only a starting point to build a correlation between the intrados and the extrados (Cumino et al., 2015).

3.2 From theoretical surface to tangible surface

The process of sharing an architectural artifact involves a constructive dialogue between perceptive solicitations and critical knowledge. The architectural shape is in fact outcome of a complex process and, as such, difficult to refer to a simple shape which could be immediately recognizable and/or analytically describable (Ugo, 2008). Its description, however, can be the result of multiple approximation processes: decomposed and recomposed surfaces as sum of simple, theoretical, sometimes even symbolic ones, can more effectively support the communication of the vaulted surface to a user of the museum space if conveyed through physical and geometrically defined models. Also, these considerations suggested to draw inspiration by a long tradition in mathematical education (mainly for geometry) regarding physical objects, with historical collections of physical models of algebraic surfaces. In the second half of the nineteenth century, indeed, great progress in the study of geometry stimulated the interest of many mathematicians in the construction of such models, starting from their equations (Schilling, 1911). This activity had, as today, interactions both with research (as a means of discovering and verifying the obtained results) and with teaching at the university level, not only in Mathematics, but also in other disciplines such as Civil Engineering and Architecture (Giacardi, 2015).

3.3 Physical models to visualize and make explicit Geometry as an intangible heritage

A critical rereading of some mathematical models may be useful to explain the different design geometries and the perceptible ones, between shape, materials, and expressive potential (Fig. 4). To understand an abstract geometric shape, one would think of it as a set of points in the space satisfying certain equations, in relation with its geometric constructability, but this is not even necessary, if one has in mind the geometric definition of the entity in question. On the other hand, while solid models (Fig. 4c-d) explicitly and completely describe the surface, wire models (Fig. 4a-b) do not show it directly, they present indeed some plane sections defined by their edges only: the surfaces must therefore be perceived as passing through them. The choice of how many and which plane sections are useful for communication is crucial for the model descriptive effectiveness: for example, the model in Fig. 4a, consists of the 3 maximum sections edges, which could coincide with the 3 canonical projection planes, leading to possible misunderstandings such as the fact that 3 planes can be considered exhaustive for the surface description. Similarly, also the models described by complete plane sections (Fig. 4e-f), oblige the user to perfect the set of lips/visual information; planes are correlated to each other until they form a ‘beehive’ which acts as a reference system for perceiving the surface even if it is not directly traced.
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presenting it in any case complete, without altering its geometry. In polyhedron models (Fig. 4g/h) the represented surface could also be used to approximate by defect the surface passing through all the vertices of polygons defining it, thus creating a representation that today we could easily assimilate to a mesh one. Physical models that use section planes are suitable to represent theoretical geometries which are outcome of a survey, while string models can be used when it is already known that the theoretical surface underlying the built one is a ruled surface.


One of the goals of this study is the connection of the two surfaces of the vault, intrados and extrados, in a unique coordinate system. To allow this procedure, a control network has been surveyed by using a total station and by adopting a free network scheme.

The vertexes of the control network have been materialized by using artificial targets that can be automatically located in the point clouds acquired by laser scanning. Some of these points has been used to orient the different scans and other to check the reached final accuracy of the metric survey. For the survey of the surfaces, it was chosen to use a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) technology, as it represents a consolidated solution in the panorama of Cultural Heritage documentation and because it offers a sufficient level of accuracy by considering the goal of the metric survey.

Multiple scans were acquired with a Time of flight (ToF) laser scanner, the Faro Focus3d S120. This device is characterized by ± 2mm in distance measurement, a vertical and horizontal field of view of 305° and 360°. In total 20 scans were acquired of the intrados and extrados (8 scans in the intrados area and 12 scans in the extrados area), to obtain a point cloud as complete as possible. The acquisitions were planned to allow an overlap between adjacent scans greater than 30%.

After the acquisition phase, the point clouds were processed through the Faro SCENE software using a consolidated workflow (Chiabrando et al., 2016). The useful parts of the scans have been cleaned and isolated through a pre-processing step: the purpose of this step is to remove noise and unwanted points (e.g. spikes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>N° of scans</th>
<th>IPC algorithm</th>
<th>Target based</th>
<th>Mean discrepancies [mm]</th>
<th>Discrepancies &gt; 4 mm (%)</th>
<th>Mean discrepancy s [mm]</th>
<th>Standard Deviation [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTRADOS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTRADOS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Precision of the LiDAR registration process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>X error [cm]</th>
<th>Y error [cm]</th>
<th>Z error [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Accuracy verification of the LiDAR registration process.

A first registration of intrados and extrados was carried out separately by using a procedure based on ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm: this algorithm minimizes the differences between two points clouds by using a least Squares approach (e.g. all the measurements after the noise filtering could be considered free from systematic and gross errors).

The obtained point clouds of the intrados and extrados were finally connected using some vertexes of the control network (Fig. 6). The following tables show the precision and accuracy results of the LiDAR registration process. Table 2 shows the accuracy control of the metric survey, the measures used to check the final accuracy have errors less than 1 cm. The obtained result is useful to check the mutual position of the scans.

5. DECIMATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE POINT CLOUD

To achieve our goal, it is necessary to interpret and analyse data deriving from the reconstructed set of point clouds in 3DReshaper environment. We identified the useful parts of the point clouds by segmenting them and maintaining only a subset containing points of the two surfaces (intrados and extrados), thus not considering points of the other parts of the Alfierian Gallery and limiting the selection to barely two meter above the springer plane of the intrados and one meter above the key point of the extrados. This operation was carried on by modelling the surfaces through a post-processing step which included the segmentation of point clouds, consisting of subdividing the 3D points into subsets. Due to the object nature, in this specific case the segmentation was done manually, and the subsets were defined by functional and structural entities of intrados and extrados (Fig. 7a-b).

We proceeded with two separated operations: extraction of sections from the point cloud subset and its conversion into a mesh.

Figure 6. LiDAR point clouds of the intrados and extrados connected together with highlighted the portions of point clouds selected for the study (V. Scolamiero)

Figure 7. a) Intrados point cloud, b) extrados point cloud.

Figure 8. a) Extraction of the segmented point cloud to generate the sections. B) Vertical sections of the vault.
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The two sets of vertical sections (Fig. 8) were exported into AutoCAD® and mounted together using the point 100,100,100 as a reference, to produce the orthographic projections of the object, for easily extrapolate some dimensional data.

We then created the meshes of intrados and extrados surface, by transforming the subsets by 3D modelling. Modelling method commonly used in point cloud processing software are meshing methods, in this case mesh creation is based on triangulation algorithms (Delaunay triangulation).

6. INTERPRETATION OF SURVEY DATA

As a first step, we used data from point cloud to define a set of 2D views (scale 1:100) of the entire vaulted site (Fig. 9).

Resulting sections were collected on a single AutoCAD® project and used to create the laser cut model by horizontal planes (Fig. 15a-d-g).

We decided to cut the mesh and not the point cloud, due to the scale of resulting model, set to 1:100 (Tagliari and Florio, 2013). We also sectioned the point cloud in the same way, using that sections to analyse the possible curvatures of the vault on the vertical planes (Fig. 11, 17a-c).

The springer plane is sited at +9.41 m over the ground level, near 0.40 m over the top level of the entablature decorating the walls. The difference between the two planes is not easily perceivable without the graphic analysis of the surveyed data. The key stone of the vault is sited at +13.58 m over the ground level. This means that the total height of the vault is around 4.17 m. Analysing the longitudinal sections, we can obtain the height of the transversal arches that delimit the vault surface on the two smaller sides, being it 12.39 and 12.48 m.

The springer plane is sited at +9.41 m over the ground level, near 0.40 m over the top level of the entablature decorating the walls. The difference between the two planes is not easily perceivable without the graphic analysis of the surveyed data. The key stone of the vault is sited at +13.58 m over the ground level. This means that the total height of the vault is around 4.17 m. Analysing the longitudinal sections, we can obtain the height of the transversal arches that delimit the vault surface on the two smaller sides, being it 12.39 and 12.48 m.
On the other hand, the transversal section shows the height of the longitudinal arches delimiting the vault surface on the two bigger sides at 12.67 and 12.73 m (Fig. 11). The reconstruction of the ground floor plan shows that the vault is built on a non-regular octagon, having each couple of opposite sides parallel between them and inscribed into a rectangle and the small sides draw rhombus (Fig. 12).

7. FROM SURVEYED SURFACE TO HAPTIC MODEL

To represent not only a built surface but a vaulted structure, defined by the intrados and extrados, the approximation process to bring it back to theoretical surfaces proves to be further complex. The path from theoretical geometry to haptic model is two-way, compatibly with the level of approximation of the model production, and we could therefore theoretically start from the survey of the physical model to obtain an analytical description of the object, aware of the impact of dynamics relating to each data collection and their subsequent interpretation (Bortot, 2019).

The point of contact between the two dynamics is then represented, in our opinion, by the physical models obtained by a sequence of complete plane sections, whose intersection creates a reference grid – static or dynamic – or, in its limit case of zero distance between sections, by overlapping, in a communication method like that of level curves.

Data discretization process defines the most suitable tangible model for the description of the analysed artifact is directly correlated with the communicative potential of the model itself. A critical analysis of mathematical models has been useful in recognizing the few dynamics that can be transferred from theoretical geometrically defined surfaces modelling to the surveyed ones with all the irregularities typical of an architectural artefact.

7.1 Prototyping physical models to sharing built Geometry

We operate with models built by successive plane sections using different methods. A laser cutter was used to cut 2mm thick vegetable cardboard sheets both to build a model with overlapping glued layers (Fig. 13a-d-g) and to create a model with plane sections hinged on comb supports that keeps them aligned and with defined distance to create the suggestion of the surface without directly describing it (Fig. 13b-e-h).

The first model, made by a stratification of vegetal cardboard layers, was derived from the sets of horizontal sections extracted from the meshes. The elevation of the model is formed by superimposing layers, thus the 2D file cannot directly deal with this issue, which is demanded to the thickness of the material used. Since we produced a 1:100 scale model made by 51 sections between them 0.10 m, we used a 1 mm thick vegetable cardboard.

The second physical model was elaborated by using 10 vertical longitudinal sections extrapolated from the point cloud. Each section represents a vertical slice of the vault and once produced, all the elements are joined by using 4 combs to hold them in place. The model is in 1:50 scale.

A 3D printer was used to print a 1:100 scale model theoretically obtained as a continuous succession of overlapping sections until a solid model was made, lightened only to avoid wasting materials, integrated with a superstructure, immediately recognizable, useful for its realization (Fig. 13c-f-l). The starting survey is the same, its processing for production is not, thus we followed two different approach in order to engineering them. We elaborated the file starting from the couple of meshes derived from the point cloud merging them in Rhinoceros.

Among solid models (Fig. 13d/g/i/i), the layered/glued solution, although less refined and apparently more approximate in the surface description, is the one that allows to better read relationship between the parts, emphasizing the geometries which support the shape so as to enable easy movement on it. So, the shape described by level curves makes the surface containing edges perceptible in a similar way to that described by surface models. On the contrary, the 3D laser model is much more adherent to the surface but does not offer the user a reference system to move between the intrados and extrados, forcing him to a further perceptive path, to orient himself on the surface.

7.2 From point cloud to possible theoretical Geometry

Formulating hypothesis on the built shape of the vault we analyse our sets of point cloud sections. By comparing profiles of sections of Fig. 11 it appears that the surface of the vault does change its sections, varying from semi-circular to elliptical, passing from polycentric to almost linear. These sections are equal for both intrados and extrados. It is important to highlight that most of the sections do not fit perfectly to any of the proposed geometries, due to structure deformation. Observing sections in Fig. 11, suggests conjectures about the theoretical surface. At first, the shape of sections lines induces to compare the vault with cylindrical or conical surfaces. However, the use of 3DReshaper highlights the low matching between portions of the vault and these two surfaces (less than 20% by ±0.1 m). By investigating other ruled surfaces, one can think of a surface close to a conoid, as described by its geometric properties and showed by collections of mathematical models.

Here we work on ¼ of the vault (Fig. 17): first we isolate the sections T1 and L1, that pair with the horizontal plan of springer plane and the height keystone point of the vault (K) gives us the main geometrical information about the hypothetical conoidic surface. We then search for the other main elements of such surface by connection the keystone of the vault to the keystones of sections T1 and L1 (T, L) and projecting this segment to intersect the normal to the major axis of the vault (laying on m line), standing and a distance from the T1 defined by the intersection F between the prosecution of the two consequent sides (AC, BE) of the octagonal springer plan, finding G. FG is the edge of the conoidic surface while half the arch ATB is the directrix.
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Figure 17. Geometric genesis of the possible conoidic surface. (drawings and graphic analysis: M. Pavignano)

We generate it in Rhinoceros, by setting the network of curves that lay on it with position option (Fig. 18a). We then section such surface, to obtain the $\frac{1}{4}$ of the theoretical surface, then we flip it twice on the axis of the polygonal perimeter. We check the correspondence between the modelled surface (converted to mesh) and the point cloud in 3DReshaper (Fig. 18b).

Figure 18. a) Generating the conoidic mesh; b) comparison between point cloud and Rhino mesh (modelling: M. Pavignano).

If we care that the built surface presents many discrepancies between possible theoretical sections and real sections, and that the main focus of this research was not to identify the best fit, we can assume that the result of this operation is quite good: we obtained that 38.5% of the intrados match the theoretical surface by $\pm 0.0308$ m, and that roughly 80% of it is between $-0.102$ and $+0.11$ m (Cipriani et al., 2015). The main issues arise where the vault presents deformity.

Looking at bibliographical references, Alfieri might have used geometries derived from Guarini’s treatise (Guarini, 1737), such as conoidic surfaces. We must point out that our case is not the same of Guarini’s (Spallone, Vitali, 2017b) it is a generalization of a conoid, as its rulings are not parallel to a fixed plane.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The exceptional accessibility condition of the extrados of our Vault, visible in a particular museum context, makes it an optimal test area for our project by enhancing visitors’ spatial visualization abilities in recognizing 3D geometry and by promoting critical shape-reading activities through haptic models. Moreover, it is a viable case study for enriching its dissemination by explicating its Geometry as qualifying intangible heritage of the same built architecture.

As the dialogue between theoretical surface and relative real complex surface through an approximation process can be shared in the use of physical model, both in its meaning of object to be explored and in that of its realization design. Interacting simultaneously with physical and digital models, typical of our interdisciplinary approach, would reinforce the recognition of analogies and differences by their haptic/visual exploration.

However, it is not possible to think of translating the complexity of an architectural artefact by a geometrically and rigorously defined model: starting from the analysis of mathematical models, «naked and explicit» in Alberti’s intention (Grassi, 2007), we underline once again importance and necessity of survey procedures for reading the architectural object. Survey outcomes must be critically interpreted from an interdisciplinary approach which, in this context, leads to their materialization, translating them in models without betraying their meaning. Each model, theoretical or coming from a survey, 2D or 3D, physical or digital, has its communication features regarding users’ identities and motivations, context typologies, organizational issues (Solima, 2012). The language was calibrated to users, with a view to a possible placing within a museum tour. The described models, those of the built shape and of the analytically defined theoretical shape nearest to the built one, are some of the prototypes born to mediate geometric language and contents emerged from the metric survey practice and its interpretation.
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